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and predn'sonc achieved complete remission in
previously untreated children, but efficiency
diminished with each successive relapse (p.
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Xanthomatosis: Skin lesions responded well to
treatment, and over 15 years the incidence of
coronary artery disease was only slightly higher
than in the general population (p. 665).
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bottle caps in stock bottles of phenolic disinfect-
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Hepatitis and the Australia
Antigen

Few substances have such a distinctive name as the antigen described by
B. S. Blumberg and his associates in 1965,' which was first found in the
serum of an Australiah aborigine. The name gives little indication that
the Australia antigen is believed to be closely associated or identical with
the virus of infectious hepatitis. When Australia antigen is present in the
blood it forms a precipitin with a specific human antiserum, so that blood
from large numbers of patients can be screened quickly by a simple
immunodiffusion technique. Australia antigen is rare (O I) in the
normal North American and European population, but surveys have
shown that it frequently appears during the course of infectious hepatitis.
It is found in up to 30% of institutionalized patients with Down's
syndrome, and this has been attributed to the known frequency of viral
hepatitis in such institutions. Patients with haemophilia and leukaemia
also have a higher incidence of Australia antigen, but this occurs mainly
in those who have had transfusions, and again it is attributable to passage

of the hepatitis virus.'
Australia antigen is selectively associated with viral hepatitis and is not

a non-specific manifestation of the liver damage. W. T. London, A. I.

Sutnick, and Blumberg' found no evidence of it in the serum of 138
patients with other diseases affecting the liver, including cirrhosis,
infectious mononucleosis, and hepatoma. In acute infectious hepatitis it
was present only transiently, and in 13 of 15 patients the antigen
disappeared from the serum within two to three weeks of the first
examination. In one patient with post-transfusion hepatitis the titre of
the serum antigen fell in parallel with the serum transaminase. By using
a fluorescent antibody technique Blumberg and his colleagues were also
able to demonstrate the presence of antigen in the nuclei of liver cells,
and it appeared to persist longer there than in the peripheral blood.

Australia antigen was not found in patients with hepatitis below the
age of 19, and there was no sex difference; whereas in Down's syndrome
the antigen is present in highest frequency (43-3 %) in the 0 to 19 year

age group, and it is found twice as frequently in males as in females.
This persistence of the antigen in the blood of patients with Down's
syndrome may be due to an immunological defect which prevents them
from clearing the blood of antigen in a short time-as do patients with
infectious hepatitis. This view is supported by findings that the antigen
is only rarely present in other mentally retarded patients in the same

institutions, and that it is absent in the medical staff. Patients with
Down's syndrome who are looked after in small institutions or are seen

as outpatients-in whom the risk of acquiring hepatitis is less-have a

much lower incidence of Australia antigen.' Liver biopsies from eight
patients with persisting antigen have shown chronic hepatitis,4 but we do
not know what proportion of the considerable number of patients with
Down's syndrome and antigen have continuing liver damage and how
many can be considered as " healthy " carriers.
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Australia antigen has also been- found in 3-7L% of blood
samples from various normal population groups in South-
east Asia. In most of those examined no clinically apparent
disease was found, though some of the patients examined in
more detail had raised serum transaminase levels. In two
careful family studies from New Guinea and from the
Philippines there was evidence of a family clustering, and
the pedigree of these families suggested inheritance of the
trait as an autosomal recessive characteristic.2 Whether the
susceptibility to persistence of the antigen can be determined
by inherited as well as acquired factors requires further study.
The association of Australia antigen with infectious hepatitis

has been confirmed by K. Okochi and S. Murakima5 in Japan,
who found the antigen in 44 of 358 patients with hepatitis.
They also found it in 141 of 11,820 blood donors. Patients
who received blood containing Australia antigen could react
in two ways. Either they developed antibody to the antigen,
or the antigen itself could be found in their blood; asnd this
group developed post-transfusion hepatitis. D. J. Gocke and
N. B. Kavey6 have reported from New York finding the
antigen in 80% of 49 patients with'acute infectious hepatitis
during the first 12 days after the onset of symptoms. Peak
titres were found early, and the antigen disappeared from
the blood before resolution of the illness. They also demon-
strated the antigen in 8 of 1,726 apparently healthy blood
donors. Of six patients receiving blood from these donors
four developed a positive test for hepatitis antigen and two
showed clinical evidence of hepatitis. None of 30 recipients
of 238 units of blood free of antigen developed hepatitis.
A. J. Zuckerman' in London has recently identified this agent
in a known human carrier of serum hepatitis and in serum
obtained from drug addicts. A. M. Prince' 9 has found a
similar antigen (the SH antigen) in patients with serum
hepatitis, and this may correspond to a second Australia anti-
gen recently described by C. Levene and Blumberg."0

There is, furthermore, anatomical evidence to suggest that
the Australia antigen is very closely related to the hepatitis
virus. M. E. Bayer, Blumberg, and B. Werner" isolated the
antigen from the serum of five patients by ultracentrifugation
on a sucrose gradient, and examination of these isolates under
the electron microscope showed that they contained particles
22 Angstrbm in diameter with knoblike subunits on the
surface. These particles were agglutinated by specific anti-
sera against Australia antigen, and they are the same size as
that postulated for the hepatitis virus on the basis of filtration
experiments.

There are many questions to be answered, and an impor-
tant one is whether persistence of the antigen can lead to
chronic hepatitis. The finding of anicteric subclinical chronic
hepatitis in patients with Down's syndrome suggests that this

may occur, and Blumberg'2 found persistence of antigen in
six out of ten patients with chronic active hepatitis. But in
Gocke and Kavey's series the five patients who developed
chronic active hepatitis after an attack of acute viral hepatitis
were negative for the antigen. There have been many
false trails to the elusive hepatitis virus and to the develop-
ment of an effective vaccine. This may yet be another, but
meanwhile results of attempts to grow this agent in tissue
culture are awaited with great interest, and the use of tests
for the antigen in screening potential blood donors certainly
merits further evaluation.

The B.M.A.'s Sponsorship
In 1968 the Representative Body instructed' the Council to
give " all practicable and proper support " to Independent
Medical Services Ltd. in its efforts " to produce a scheme of
voluntary health insurance for private medical and surgical
care for the general public to be provided by any section of
the medical profession on a partial reimbursement basis."
Last January the Council considered2 a report by three inde-
pendent assessors (a lawyer, an accountant, and an actuary)
on such a scheme of voluntary health insurance proposed by
I.M.S. Ltd., and the Council resolved by 20 votes to 18 as
follows:
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"That under its constitution the B.M.A. is not authorized
to make any financial grant towards the scheme or to incur
any financial commiitment in relation to it. The B.M.A. is
wholeheartedly in favour of the scheme. It will assist as much
as possible within that limitation and wishes it every success."

In its Annual Report for 1968-9 the Council stated3 that
at its meeting in April it had learnt of " certain difficulties "
which had arisen which " made it necessary for its previous
decision to be rescinded." The decision referred to was the
Council's decision, expressed in its resolution in January, to
support the I.M.S. scheme.
The debate on this matter at the April meeting of the

Council' was in camera, and therefore was not reported. At
last week's meeting of the Council, however, the subject was
again raised on two motions in the name of Dr. R. Hillman.
The first asked in effect that, to allay anxiety among mem-
bers, a statement should be issued to the profession explaining
why the Council had found it necessary to rescind its decision
to support the I.M.S. voluntary health insurance scheme.
The second asked the Council to " reconsider whether it is
still appropriate to continue giving its approval and support
to the Facilities Division of I.M.S. Ltd.," in view of the
information concerning the Facilities Division disclosed at
the Council meeting in April. The Facilities Division was
set up in 1967 to provide a discount trading service for
B.M.A. members and doctors who had subscribed to I.M.S.
The debate on Dr. Hillman's motions is reported in the

Supplement. The Council decided not to issue any state-
ment before the Representative Body meets in Aberdeen next
month either on why it had rescinded its decision to support
the voluntary health insurance scheme or on a further decision

1 British Medical Yournal Supplement, 1968, 3, 76.
2 British Medical Yournal Supplement, 1969, 1, 17.-
3British Medical 7ournal Supplement, 1969, 2, 41.
4 British Medical Yournal Supplement, 1969, 2, 64.
5 British Medical Yournal Supplement, 1969, 2, 113.
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